Letter of Complaint

Complaint Station of the Chinese Export Commodities Fair:

This is to formally file a complaint against the article named ____, displayed and traded by ______ at the booth number __________ of the ______ period of the 99th Chinese Export Commodities Fair, which is suspected of infringing the intellectual property rights of ours (or of the representative of the right holder), named __________, of ______ trademark type and ______ trademark number. We hereby promise to recognize that the Complaint Station of this Fair will handle the above-mentioned complaint pursuant to the provisions of the “Rules concerning the Complaint and Handling of the Protection of Intellectual Property Rights of the Chinese Export Commodities Fair,” to pay the costs arising out of the handling by the related entities of this Fair with regard to this Complaint and to agree to compensate the losses and damages caused to the party that this Complaint has been filed against as a result of wrongful complaint.

Right Holder__________________________

Name of the Entity in the Fair__________________________

Booth Number__________________________

Authorizer__________________________

Contact Phone__________________________

April ___, 2006